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My ‘invention. relates generally to the treat 
ment of hydrocarbons and has for one of its 
objects the re?ning or the re-re?ning of suc 

, materials. - 

The present patent application is a'continua 
tion in part of my copendingpatent application, 

. Serial No. 241,960, ?led November 23, 1938. 
More speci?cally my invention relates to the 

treatment of oils such as mineral oils of a lubri 
eating nature or of an insulating nature, and 
mineral waxes, etc., all of which are subject to 
more or less deterioration when exposed to air, 
moisture, metals or other agents which cause 
contamination such as oxidation, polymerization, 
etc. as well as contamination by solid ‘materials 
in suspension. ' 

In the case of lubricating oils, for example, it 
has been found that although the most modern 
methods are used in the re?ning of these oils‘ 
for lubricating purposes yet certain undesirable 
properties remain in 
should be removed. It is known also that in 
use, lubricating oils are subject to contamination 
by water, free and in solution, metallic particles, 
‘dust and other solids and air both free and dis- ‘ . 
solved. It has been discovered, also, that vary 
ing shock loads detrimentally a?ect. such oils. 
Under such trying conditions many materials 

such lubricants xwhich ‘ 
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carbon in suspension and precipitated; carbon is 
also precipitated on the terminals and oil gases 
and hydrogen are produced as well as some un.-‘ 
saturates. V The effect of this is- rapid oil 
deterioration from the arc, carbonization of the 
oil, decreased rupture capacity, explosion hazard v 
and possible failure of the breaker. In the case 
of electric transformers, water, gas in solution, 
organic ?uids and volatiles, organic acids, 
sludges, resinous bodies and compounds, tars, 
pitches and oxyasphaltic compounds are pro 
duced due to the heat from operation of the 
transformer. This, of course, lowers the insula 
tion value of the oil, prevents proper heat dis 
sipation, induces gas pocket formation, creates 
explosion hazards and volatile corrosion, pro 
motes power factor losses and possible failure 
of the equipment. I might say that in ‘the case 
of oil-insulated electric cables the high electric 
stresses due to operation "of ‘the cable causes 
deterioration of the insulating oil in much the 
same fashion as in the case of transformers, the 
effect of which may be failure of the cable due 
to ionization, wax formation, a decrease in re 
sistivity and an increase in the power vfactor. 

, In the case of mineral waxes I have found 
that the products‘ of oxidation together with free 

' water and dissolved gases producediscoloration 
are produced in the oil which deleteriously affect , 
the same so far as itsuse as a lubricant is con 
cerned. - . - ' 

Without attempting to exhaust the subject, I 
might say that these contaminants produce 
sludges due to excessive heating, free and 
amorphous carbon, stable and unstable emul 
sions, polymerization products, ‘soluble and. in‘ 
soluble resins and gums, acids, metallic soap, 
asphaltic sludges; free acids, dissolved gases and 
free water as well as addition agents are present 
in the oil. The oil also becomes discolored 'So 

_ far as a lubricating oilis concerned, the presence 
of these various materials inthe oil causes ex 
cessive bearing wear, over-heated bearings, in 
creases internal oil friction, reduces the ?lm 
strength, etc. ' 

Insulating oils are subjected to contamination 
and deterioration as the result‘ of contact of the ’ 
heated‘ hydrocarbon with‘ air or certain other 
gases, both free and in solution, and contact of 
the oil with metal surfaces. For example,'in the 
case of insulating oilsused with circuit breakers 
I have found that the presence of air which 
contains water vapor, oxygen, nitrogen, dust, etc., 
causes slow sludging and water condensation. 
The are action of the circuit breaker, produces 
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of the mineral wax and in many cases liberates 
unsaturated compounds and forms insoluble 
resins, gums, soaps and various types of sludge 
impurities. 
the type of mineral wax. 
The present inventionprovides ‘a process for 

the removal of the impurities or contaminants 
above referred to. ‘ 
My process, it is to be-noted, may be continuous 

or intermittent. ‘ ' ‘ 

Broadly speaking, my- improved process is 
directed to the treatment of the oils and waxes 
above referred to wherein I agitate a mixture of 
‘the oil or wax to be treated and an adsorbent 
material while the mixture is at an elevated tem-v 
perature and under vacuum. After this treat 
ment the mixture is ?ltered. 
More speci?cally, in practicing my invention 

a the material to be treated is introduced into a 
heating‘ and mixing chamber which is hermeti 
cally sealed and connected, to any .suitable com- - 
mercial type fractional condenser. A suitable ad 
sorbent material, such as bone‘ char, carbon 
‘black, fuller’s earth, etc., is added to the charg 
ing stock in the heating and mixing chamber. 
The amount of adsorbent material employed so 
far as maximum amount is concerned is not 

These vary slightly in degree with 



' to the mixing and heating chamber. 
thermal decomposition or deterioration, the heat-' 

critical'except. perhaps for economical reasons. 
‘ For example, vI may add from one-half per cent 
to twelve per cent, or even as high as forty per 
cent in special cases, by weight of the oil or wax 
being treated or processed. In addition’ to the 
adsorbent material I prefer to add water and in 
some cases superheated steam as a ?ushing agent 
and an alkali such as, potassium hydroxide or 
calcium hydroxide or the like to bring about 
saponi?cation of any' residual acid which is 
present and which is prgbably due to oxidation 

’ of the oil or wax due to contact of the heated 
material with air. I have found that this residual 
acid is not readily adsorbable by the adsorbent 
material of the mixture. The addition of the 
potassium hydroxide saponi?es this acid as above 
mentioned so that the same may be readily re 
moved. " 

The amount of water and alkali added may 
be varied within a wide range. For example, I 

\ may saythat theamount of water or steam added 
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may also be accomplished during treatment and 
while in the presence of adsorbent materials 
which may or may not have some de?nite action 
as catalysts. , ’ 

For example,_in the treatment of certain min 
eral waxes I am able to produce a pure white wax 
which may be used in the manufacture of arti 

' ficial honeycombs from which all traces of odor 

10 
are removed. In the case of electrical insulating _. 
oils the high vacuum accelerates the removal of 
the free water of solution as well as all gases 
with which the oil may be saturated and which 
woulddeleteriously affect the electrical and phys 

~ ical characteristics of this class of oil. 
15 
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may-vary between one-quarter of a pound and. - 
one pound per gallon of material being treated 
and the amount of’ alkali may vary from 0.02% 
to 1% ‘by weight. v 
The heating and mixing chamber is hermeti 

cally sealed, as above noted, and is preferably 
under vacuum, to obtain perfect or superior re 
re?ned products although good results are ob 
tained if the vacuumis not employed. The mix 
ture in the mixing chamber is agitated rapidly by 
any suitable commercial agitator such as a motor 

After' this treatment of the material in the, 
heating and vmixing chamber I pass the material 
through a ?lter in a closed filter chamber. .Var 
ious forms of ?lter materials maybe employed. 
.For' example, I paper, glass cloth,‘ glass . wool or 
1' metallic screens, any or all- of which may be pro,- . _ 

, tected with v'a'diatomaceous ?lter aid, so as to se-v 
cure the maximum degree of clarity of the ma.-, 

"terial . being treated. The material may be 
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driven v‘pump or a turbine impellor while the mix- -' ? 
ture is being raised to an elevated temperature in 
a range suflicient to drive off the water and the 
low boiling point volatile impurities. The tem 
perature range extends up to a value in the neigh 
borhood of the ?ash point of the oil or wax in its 
?nally treated state and includes an elevated 
temperature below the ?ash point of the ?nally 

H treated oil or wax and preferably embraces a 
range 'of approximately 50 to 150 degrees F. below 

‘ the ?ash point of the ?nally treated oil or wax. It 
will beappreciated, of course, that at such a 
temperature the water, light ends and volatile 
oxidation products will be driven off and ?ow into 
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the condenser which, as above noted, is connected. . 
Because of 

ing of the mixture at a temperature substantially 
I beyond the?ash point of the ?nally treated oil 
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or wax causes a material reduction in the yield of _. 
the oil or wax being treated. At temperatures“ 

' below the ?ash point of the ?nally treated oil or 
wax, the yield is good, but as the temperature, 
substantially exceeds the ?ash point of the ?nally _ 
treated oil or wax, thelyield rapidly-decreases, 
rendering the process uneconomical. 
The ‘mixture is maintained, at this elevated ' 

’ temperature and subjected to agitation for from." 
. ?fteen minutes to an hour, ‘for example. ' 

As above mentioned. I prefer to employ a vacu 
um on the heating and mixing chamber, although 
good results are obtained without the employment 
of a vacuum. If a vacuum isemployed I prefer 
a high vacuum from twenty-eight to thirty inches 
of mercury as ‘referred to a thirty inchv barometer 
at 'sea level. The purpose ofutilizing- a vacuum 
is to increase'uthe rate of distillation at‘ a lower 

, temperature of. oils which are quite- sensitive to 

cosity. 1' _ , . - 

1 The above remarks apply‘ also .to the treatment 
of mineral waxes. -_ Fr 1 . . - 

H-ydr'ogenization of the liquids being treated 

the action ofa_heat,.especia'lly those. of a low avis- _ Y‘ 

pumped through the ?lter ordrawn through. 
It will be understood thatin the ?ltering vop. 

eration the adsorbent materialwith it adsorbed 
impurities such, as resins,,;,inetallicsoaps, heavy ' 
residual acids, .polymer'products. mechanical im- ' 
purities,‘ etc" are removed .. . 
The treated material. > . -. W.-~ 

tion suitable for. use or service. 
~ a' cleancondi 

= .It win. beseen-‘ffrom "all of the foregoing that 
‘the present-invention provides a process for the 
treatmentgpf ‘oils-and waxes, whereby contam~~ - 
inantsjin 'these' materials which deleteriously 85-‘ 
feet the same are removed, thevprocess?beingl I, 
adapted for use ‘in connection "with the re?ning-1" 

' of such oils and waxes as well as to, the re-re'-, r 
?ning of the sameafter they have beenin'servicaf I‘ 

r The speci?cation and the claims are directedito 

.a .process for removing impuritiesfrornqavconé‘ taminated or used mineral substance :of th'euclass" - ' 

consisting of mineral oils andjmineral fwaxes. 
The term “contaminated’?a‘s' lii'sedxherein means 
an oil or wax which isuni’itlfor-aspeci?c purpose. 
Itis to be understoodggo'f- course,'that changes 

may be made in.- theprocedures above, described 
without departing from;;_the"spirit‘ and scope of _. 
my invention. ‘ ,_ 

I claim as my invention: 
»1.- Theprocess for removing impurities from-Ya 

contaminated or used mineral substance of the 
class consisting of, mineral oils and mineral waxes. 
which process comprises mechanically mixing and ' 
agitating the contaminated or used mineral sub 
stance'and a' solid adsorbent material in a sealed 

. containerv to adsorb the high boiling point im 
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purities, heating the mixture of the mineral sub- ‘ 
stance being treated and the solidadsorbent ma 
terial in the sealed container under vacuum at a -' 
temperature in the'range of approximately 50 to 
150 degrees F. below the ?ash point of the ?nally 
treated mineral substance to drive off the‘ water 
and the low boiling point volatile‘ impurities, and 
separating‘ the adsorbent material with its ad- ‘ 
sorbent impurities fromthe'rnineral substance 
being treated to recoverthelatter. 

2. The process for removing impurities from a 
‘ contaminated ‘or used mineral oil, which'pr'ocess 

I comprises mechanically vmixing and agitating the 
contaminated-‘caused oil ‘and a solid adsorbent 
materialin-a’sealed container to adsorb the high - 
boiling ,point impurities, heating the mixture of 

-. the" oil'being treated and the solid adsorbent ma 
rterial the sealed container under vacuum at a 

Tli 



‘ 50 to 150 degrees F. below the?ashzpoint of the 

i the latter. 

v to recover the latter. - 

, eral substance being treated and the solid ad; 

v . vacuum at a temperature below the ?ash point 1 
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comprises mechanically‘mixing and agitating the 
contaminated or used oil anda solid adsorbent 

treated oil to drive off the'water‘ and the low boi-l- material in a sealed container to adsorb the high 
ing point volatile impurities, and separatingthe boiling point impurities, heating‘ the mixture of 
adsorbent material with its adsorbed impurities 5 the Oil being treated and théz‘solid adsorbent ma 
from the oil being treated to recover the latter. _ terial in the sealedvcontaineréunder. vacuum at a 

. 3. The process for removingimpuritiesefrom a temperature below the ?esh point of the ?nally 
contaminated or used mineral wax. which-process ‘treated Oil ‘50 drive Off the Water and the low 
comprises mechanically mixing and agitating the boiling Point Volatile impurities, and Separating 

temperaturein the range of: approximatelyt? ‘to 
‘150 degrees F. below the ?ash point of the ?nally 

contaminated or used wax, and a solid adsorbent 10 the adsorbent material with its adsorbed impuri? 
ties from the oil being treated to recover the material in a sealed container-to adsorb the high 
latter, boiling point impurities, heating the mixture of 

the wax‘being treated and, the solid adsorbent 
material in ‘the sealed container: ,under vacuum contaminated or usedimiheraliwax, which process 
at a temperature in the range. of» approximately 15 comprises mechanicallymixingv and agitating the ' 

' contaminated or used wax. 'and'aisolid adsorbent ., 
material in a sealed containerto adsorb the high ?nally treated wax to drive-01f‘ thew'ateriand the , _v v 

' boiling point impurities,’ heating the mixture of. low boiling point volatilegi'mpurities, and separat 
ing the adsorbent materialwith itsdads'orbedim 
purities from the wax ‘being 

' 4. Theeprocess for remo ‘in Purities__from»a 
contaminated or used m‘ne ‘ oil‘,l,whichg"'process 
comprises mechanically ‘m in ndiagitatin'githe _ 
contaminated or used/o 1a olid'jiadsorbent may?‘ 25 purities. ‘from the W 
"terial, an alkali, ‘and arise.’ . eous medium ‘of the ' ’ the1ette1‘~' '- v -, ' 
classeconsisting of water‘ andisteamfinfa sealed 9- The process f0 
container to adsorb the igh boiling point im 

I a _ a ' _ . purities, heating thejfmi-xturecor“thewoii being- ~comprisesmechamcallymixmeend asitetms the 
treated,‘ the adsorben’tfmaterial; the ‘alkali and 30 centaminetedior iised 011. asolid adsorbentniav-i 
the aqueous medium i'n'fthe sealed container. un-r - teriel; an‘ ?lkaliiah-d antique-011$ @edillm-dl it??? 

class consisting or. water and steam in a-sealed der vacuum at a temperature infthe range of ap-g v _ _ v t _ H _ __ , 

proximately 50 to 150 degrees F..be1ow the ?ash container toladsorb the high bolhns point my 
purities, heating the- mixture ofi the oil vbeing point of the ?nally treatedjoil. to drive of! the ' , v i , 

water and the low boiling pointivolatil'eil'npuriq v35- treated-the adsorbent material. the alkali-Hand 
ties, and separating theadsorbent material with the 11111180115“ medilim-in the sealed; container- 3111- 
its adsorbed impuritiesfro'm the oil being treated de1‘_ vacuum." et-J-a temperature; below the i?ash 

" 1 ' - ' ' > ' point-of vtheflnistlly treated ;;oil in ‘drive off the 

lowv boiling point volatile;_im' ‘ v 

ing the adsorbent'materi ‘with its adsorbed im» 
’ e111? treated-‘to recover 

5. The process forfremoving impurities ‘from a 

class consisting of mineral oils and mineral 
waxes, which process comprises mechanically 
mixing and agitating the contaminated or used" " 
mineralsubstance, a solid adsorbent material I ‘I _ _ r 

and an aqueous medium of the class consisting 1.; 018/581 censistihg 0f minerelhile and‘ mineral Wax: 
of water and steam, in ‘a sealed'vcontainer to ad _ es.‘wh1ch;-pr0cess__wmprises mechanically mix‘ 
sorb the‘ high boiling point impurities,,_heating r ' vvins-iiintl',ieeithtiris the contaminated or "used-min 
the mixture of the mineral‘substance beingtreah 'i' $11h$tehe._e; ‘a Solid. adsorbent‘material and an 
ed, the solid adsorbent material and theagu'eous‘ 
medium in the sealed container under ‘vacuum a 

" ' ed to recover the'latte'r. 

Li 

water and the low boiling pointvvolatile?imp 
ties, and separating theta ‘ orben'tmaterial" 
its adsorbed impurities_;fr'om_ thehrni'lf ’ 
stance being treated toirec'oyerj ' ' 

6'. The process for‘i-emoving' 
contaminated or used-‘min 
class consisting of' inine'ra I 

waxes, which process comprisesjmec'hanically 1 
mixing and agitating vthe’‘con'tamihated or‘ ‘used. 
mineral substance‘ and=a ‘solid adsorbent material 
in a sealed container‘: to adsorb the highiboiling in 
point impurities, heating the ‘mixture of-the min- ‘ 05 andvagitating the coirv ' 

. subs'tance',v a solid has)‘ 
‘ andwanfaqueou's'm ' 

' ' ' ' ' ,/ nta sealedv container to adsorb 

separating-theladsorbent ‘material with its ad 
jsorbed impurities-1mm the ‘mineral substance 

60 beingtreated to'grec’over the latter. 
._1_1,. The procession re 

sorbent material in the sealed container under I J 

of the ?nally treated mineral substance to drive‘- 7 ‘the high "be h 

with its adsorbed impurities from themineral 
substance being treated to recover the latter. 

7. The‘ process for removingimpurities from a 
ous'mediumlin' the sealed container under vac 
uum at altemperature in the range of 50 to,150 

l'degree's F; below the ?ash pointof the ?nely 
contaminated or used mineral oil,»which; process 75'3treated oil to drive oil’ the water and the low 

8.‘ The process for removing impurities from a - 

the wax being, treated andv the so1id;adsorbent: ‘treated rec’over 20 material in the sealed container under vacuum ' ’ » .at_a temperature'below the ?ash point of they ? 

nally treated wax to drive-5201i‘ the watere-and'the " 
purities, {and separate‘ 

‘ ‘moving impuritiesfrom :a I 
contaminated or used'mineralcil, which process 

water and vthefjlow' boiling point volatile impuri-' 
contaminated or used mineral substance of‘ the 40 Ties; and separating the. adsbrbent ‘material; with’: 

,1 its adsorbentiimpurities-from the oil?being treataif‘. 

. (10. ‘Theyprocess for removinginipuritiesffrom, ’ 
a contaminated or usedvi'mineral substance of‘ the-1 

‘i ‘in the‘ sealed- container-under vacuum at a tem-f ' 
per-ature j below: the hash point [of the ‘?nally - 
‘treatedinineral substancexto driveeoff the water ' 

moviiigimpurities from a 

_ H _ _ I I, v ‘ h _ g point impurities, heating'the " 

off the water and the low boiling point volatile)mymixture;oif',the;mineral substance being treated, _' 
, impurities, and separating the adsorbent material I' theyaqgohbgm material, the alkali and the Mme- .' 
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boiling point volatile impurities, and separating 
the adsorbent material with its adsorbed impuri 
ties trom‘the mineral substance being treated to 
recover the latter. . 

12. The process for removing impurities from a 
contaminated or used mineral substance 01 the 
class consisting of mineral oils and mineral wax~ 
es, which process‘ comprises mechanically mix 
ing and agitating the contaminated or used min 
eral substance, a solid adsorbent material, an al 
kali, and an aqueous medium or the class consist 
ing of water and steam in a sealed container to 
adsorb the high boiling point impurities, heat 
ing the mixture of the mineral substance being 
treated, the adsorbent material, the alkali and 
the aqueous medium in the sealed container under 
vacuum at a temperature below the ?ash point 
of the ?nely treated oil to drive off the water and 
the low boiling point volatile impurities, and sep 
arating the: adsorbent material with its adsorbed 
impurities from the mineral substance being 
treated to recover the latter. 

13. The process for removing impurities from a. 
, contaminated or used mineral wax, which process 
comprises mechanically mixing and agitating the 
contaminated or used wax, a solid adsorbent ma 
terial. an alkali, and an aqueous mediums! the 
class consisting of water and steam in a sealed 

container to adsorb the high, boiling. point -,im- > 
purities, heating the mixture of .the wax being 
treated, the adsorbent material, the alkali'and 
the aqueous medium in the sealed container un-' 
der vacuum at a temperature in the range of 
approximately 50 to 150 degrees F. below the ?ash 
point of the ?nally treated wax to drive of! the 
water and the low boiling' point volatile impuri 
ties, and separating the adsorbent material with 
its adsorbed impurities from the wax being treat 
ed to recover the latter. 

14. The process for removing impurities from 
a contaminated or used mineral wax, which proc 
ess comprises mechanically mixing and agitating 
the contaminated or used wax, a solid adsorbent 
material, an alkali, and an aqueous medium or 
the class consisting of water and steam in a 
sealed container ,to adsorb the high boiling point 
impurities, heating the mixture of the wax being 
treated, the-adsorbent material, the alkali and 
the aqueous sinedium in the sealed container un 
der vacuum' at a temperature below the ?ash 
point of the ?nally treated waxto drive off the 
water and the low boiling‘ point volatile impuri 
ties, and separating the adsorbent material with 
its adsorbed impurities from the wax being‘treat 
ed to recover the latter. 

RUSSELL P. DUNMIRE. 


